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 Comparison of present re-
 sults with results of prev-
 ious investigators.
Authors (obs.) C2) K.Sano
Authors.(calc.)(4) Britzke and

 Kapustinki (5) Jellinek and
 Zakowski

           to investigate the affinity between copper

            of cuprous sulphide is very low, it

           to measure it directly. Therefore we

measured it indirectly, reducing cuprous sulphide

by hydrogen.

    Though the reduction equilibrium of cuprous sui-

phide by hydrogen has been investigated by K. Jeliinel<

and J. Zakowsl<ii'), E. V. Britzke and A. F. Kanpu-

stinski!') and K. Sano3') hitherto, their results are

very different from each other, (See fig. I).

    Then, in order to examine their data, this experi-

ment was made by flow method and further the

results of this experiment were compared with ones

which had previously been calculated theoretically`),

from the reduction equilibrium of iron 'sulphide by

hydrogen.
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                         2. preparation of the sample.

    In previous experiments, cuprous sulphide used as the sample was made by the

following method. Cupric sylphide was precipitated from cupric sulphate solution by

passing hydrogen sulphide and heated in Rose crucible ,with powder of sulphur in

the current of hydrogen. ,
    But the precipitated cupric sulphide, ol]tained by this method, is rapidly oxidized

to CuS2 03-CuS04 when it is contacted with air, and the oxidized salt is changed

by hydrogen sulphide to colloidal cupric sulphide, which causes difficulties fo filt-

ration and decantation, as it passes through filter paper. And moreover, in case of

simple reduction in Rose crucible, there remains many quantites of free sulphur.

    Accordingly, in our experiment, cuprous sulphide was made by the following

methocl.

 , 40 gr of recrystallized cupric sulphate was dissolved in 300c.c. of water and

heated up to its boiling point. On the other hand, 55 gr of crystallized sodium

thiosulphate was disso!ved in 100c.c. of water and the solution was slowly added,

under stirring, to the previous hot cupric sulphate solution. The mixture was further

heated, continued boiling, and then settled. After precipitation was completed, the

precipitate was washed by decantation, until the precipitation of sulphate by barium

chloride disappared, and then fil'tered. The precipitate, dried first in air bath and

then in dcsiccator, was blacl"rowder. This black precipitate was mixed with 12gr

of sulphur which had been recrystallizcd by carbon bisulphide, charged in Rose

crucible, and heated about 15 minutes in the current of hydrogen at first over a

small flame and until finally the bottom of the crucible glowed faintly. Then, in

order to drive off the excess sulphur, it was charged in a porcelain boat and reduced

again about 1 hour at 6500C in the current of hydrogen. After cooljng and break-

ing by a mortar, it was applied for the experimens. The analytical value of sulphur

content of this sample was 20.12 %. (the theoretical value is 20.13%)

       . . 3. apparatzzs.
                         '
    The apparatus used is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2. '

    (a) The electrolytic cell. '･
    Hydrogen was generated by electrolysing 30 % caustic soda solution in the cell.

The rate of passage of gas through the apparatus was controlled by a rheostat and

hydrogen volume was measured indirectly by a precise amperemeter.

    (b) The gas purifying apparatus.

    Hydrogen gas was sufficiently purified and dried through the tubes filled with

caustic potassiurn, phosphoric pentoxide, heqted palladium asbestors, calcium chloride
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   Figi 2. Apparatus for

         eqqilibria,
         (I) Electrolytic
         (2) Caustic
         (S) Phosphoric
         'C4) Palladium

         C5) Calcium
         (6) Ph6sphoric
         (7) Electric
         (8) Absrobent

to the desired temperature.

of an hoyi', measurement

    The absorbent

cadmium acetate in

finally dilutjng to

each'absorption flask

    In the r'eaction

      '   ,i,. Cza,,S

When the gas ,was

period, the iodine sQlution

sulphide precipitated

excess of iodine was

of the hydrogen sulphide

    In this measurement,

of them ''Was 'taken.

curre'nt was limited

thermal diffusion.

'The' data 'obtained
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   stuclies of gas･Cu2S

    celL
 Potassium
    pentoxide
   asbestos
  chloride
    p･entoxide
  resistance furnace

         After

      was begun.

 was made from

  100cc of water,

IOOO cc with water;

 tube, hydrogen

+ H,, IS 2Cu + H,S

 permitted to pass

       of 1/leo N

  in the flask were

  titrated by 1/100

      prOduced was

      6 t-- 7

  A period of

 to1Amp.at ''

           5.

    from this

  keeping

    dissolving

     addjng

      About

  sulphide

    through

     was
      dissolved.

      N

      determined.

absorption

 absorption

 mlnlmum

  ffKperimental res"tts, ,

experment are summarized in

WATANABE J. KURIHARA

    and phosphoric pentoxide as shown in

    Fig. 2.
                            '        (c) The reaction tube.

        The reaction tube was a porcelain

    tube of 3 cm in dl'ameter and heated by

    nickel-chromium electric resistance fur-

    nace. Temperatures were determined

    precisely by a thermocouple in direct

    contact with the reaction tube.

             4. Experimental method.

       After the sample had been placed

    in the center of the furnace and the air

    in the reaction tube had been perfectly

    replaced by hydrogen, electric furnace

    was switched on. Keeping'electrolytic

    current constant, the system was brought

    the furnace in that conditon for a period

       40gr of Zinc acetate and 10gr of

      30cc of glacialacetate to them and

      70cc of this solution was'taken into

    was produced by the following reaction

      the absorptiop flask for the definte

    added and zinc sulphide and cadmium

          After settling by l5 minutes, the

   sodium thio$ulphate, and then the volume

    flasks were used and the average value

      was 10 ･-w 20 minutes and electrolytic

     in order to defend from the effect of

Table I and Fig;3.
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   From this results it is evident that the ratio

of hyorogen sulphide to hydrogen is in linear

relation tor the rate of passage at every tem-

per'anire. ,Henee, we can caicUlate the equations

of theSe st,r.alght lines by method of least squares.

Then th'e ratios H2 S/ll2 in flowing velocity O

are obtained by extrapolation. (see Fig. 3 and

Tablell,)

   Now if reciprocals of absolute temperatures

are plotted as obscissae and common logarithms

,of tthe equilibrium constants as ordinates, a

linear relation is found, as is shwn in Fig. 1. and

the following equation is obtained by method

of least squares.

           Iog Kr,, == - 1941,504/T -- O.983....

                               Table I
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- 2.787

--- 2,632

=2,500

          6. Comparison

   Now, cmparing with

Sano5) and S. Matoba &

of the affinities ef

affinities of copper'

T. Uno'sfi) data which

 II, was.calculated by the equation.

  constant and temperature is compared

   with the previous results in Fig, 1.

   From this, it becomes clear that

   the result is very close to Sano's

   values obtained by a ci'rculation

   method, but it is pretty lower

   than those of K. Jellinek and E. V.

   Britzke.

cepper and Gf iren fer Sulphur.

 and of iron for sulphur, we take K.

    obtajned from the reduction equili-
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     for sulphur.

     {I) S.Matoda and
     (2) K.Sano (3)

  Representing the

Kp.' respectl'vely, we

afi'inittes ot' coppr and of iron

             T. Uno
           Authors.

            equilibrium

             can

    As for the dissociatio

has been given by Lewis and

a good coincidence with ones

      log Ki,b == xu

   'Substitirting logK,,b

exPerlment lnto equatlon

III･ "ShOWS logKra

 ･ If,reciprocals of

Iogarithms of equilib

        briinm FeS + HL, : I"e + U2 S as shown in Fig. 4.

        Iog K, == - 3316.178/T + O.3398...... K, sano

        log K, l - 3910.285/T + O.887 ...... s, Matoba & T. Vno.

            These two straight lines cross another one obta-

        ined from our experiment. The tempereture at this

        cross point, is 7660C from Sano and 780"C from Matoba.

        This fact shows that below these temperature iion

        sulphide is more stable than cuprous sulphide. In 'other

        words, affinities of iron and of copper for sulphur are

        related conversely with each other with 766 nv 7800C as

        their turning point.
ta)cs)

 ibiiloi--' 7. Dissociatioll pressilre of cuprous s"lphide

of the

, 2Cu2Si4t4Ctc+SL, (g) (q)
                   2",S'.-m.>2ll,･+S, (g) (b)

              Cu,S+H, 22 Cu+ H,S (c) (c)
         constants of equation (a,) (b,) arid t(c) as. Kp,, K?band

   write as follows.

          Ki}.='Ps2 '
          Kpb = Ps?. e P2Jre /P2,,-Ds

          K., = P.,,s/pl,,,

          .'.logKi･.='logKpb+21ogKp, (d)

      n equilibrium of hydrogen sulphide, the following equation

         Landall7) and values calculated from this equation show

  ' detenninedexperimentallybyPreunnerg)andRandall").
8400/T + O.947 logT + O.722･10-3 T - l.62･10-7 TL' + O.72,2
     '                 '     calculated from this equation and logK,.obtained from our

   ' (d), we can find logK,.. The 5th column of Table
calculated in this way.

  absolute temperature are plotted as obscissae and common

 rium constans as ordinates, there is a linear relation betwen

               Table M
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    log psle and 1/T. Consequentiy, the next equation

is obtained by method of least squares (See. Fig. 5.)

 e logPs2==-13181.4/T+3.053 (2)
    log Ps2 (caic.) shown in Table III are obtained

from this equation.

       8. ?hermedynamic rreatment of Rgsults.

    For the data on the specific heats of cuprous

sulphide, hydrogen, copper and hydrogen sulphide,

we take following equations given by K.K. Kelleyie).

   Cu2S(a) Cp=9.38+31.2･10-3T(3)

   Cu,S(B) C.-=20.9 (4)
   H, C.-6.62+O.OO081T (s)
   Cu C, =r- 5.44+1.462･10-3T (6)
   H,s c,r=:7,2o+o.ools6oT(7)
   (i) Heat of reaction and standard free-energy

                      Cu,,S (i3) d-- H,Z2C"+ H

   From equation (4), (5,) (6) and (7) ,specjfic-heat

as follows.

                   taC, = - 9.44 + O.O05714T

    Hence,heatofreactionis. '
            till == idH. - 9.44T + O.O02857 T2

    On this basis, the standard free-energy equation

            AFo == utHr. + 9.44 Tl. T -

    Fromtheequation idF"==-RTI,,K,,
           2Y ==

             == dflo/T + I

    The value of 2Y in every temperature can be

vaiues log Pffo"s/Pab" and so `dH. and I can

The resuits are

                   tsH.-15774, I-
    Substituting these values into cquation (8) and

tions.

            idll -= 15774 - 9.44T t O.O02857T2

            taF" = 15774 + 9.44Tl,, T -

    From equation (10) and (11), we can find heat

change for the reaction Cu2S (P) + H2 =2Cu + "

            tsH2gs=13215 AFe2,s=,12249

-7

-- 8

Qff
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-ro

tfi

w
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ng
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                             change for

                             2S

                            change for this reaction is

                                       (8)

                              for this reaction beco!nes

                   O.O02857T2+IT' (9)

- 4.571 log K, - 9.441., T + O.O02857T

                    '

                           determined by the experimental

                      be calculated by method of Ieast squars.,

                        - 64.737

                             (9), we obtain foliowing equa-

                                       (10)

                    O.O02857T2 -- 64.737T (11)

                              of reaction and free-energy

                          floSat25"C. .･ .
                                           (12)

 -e-1/vlpa ]o.o

Dissociation Pressures

ot' cuprous sulphide,

the reaction

            given
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                                                              '
                                          -
    (jD Heat of reaction and standard free-energy change for Cbl2S (a) lm@" CzcL,S (B)

    FrOMeqUida61Pn=,(ii).sa2nddi(43)i.s2p.eicoikflcT-heatchangeforthisreactionbecoms .

        .'. idH=AH,+11.52T-15.6･10--3T2 (13)
    According to K.K. Kelley's data, Cu2S (a) changes to Cu,S (P) by absorption

1340 cal at 3760K.Uence ,
                                                       tt                                      AH,,, == l340

    Combining utH3g6 =: 1340 and equation (13), we obtain AH. = - 787

            idH == ny 787 +ll,52T- 15.6"IO-'" T! (14)
    From equation (l4) free-energy change for thjs reaction becomes.

            kF"=:=-787-11.52Tl.T+15.6"10-3T2+IT (15) '
    But, as free-energy change at transition point is zero, the integral constant

Icanbecalculatedby lsu=Ps6tllgling `aF"376==Ointoeq-uation (l5)

           idF' == - 787 -ll.52Tl. T + l5.6e10-3 TL' --･ 64.51T (16)

    Heat of reaction and free-energy change at 25eC bccome as follows from equa-

tion (14) and (15). ･
    (iij) Hea(lg;"Bf=o=rillill6tii'6n and freideli8:'l98er=g=y27cihange of'cuprous sLiip7)hide.

    As for heat of formation and free-energy change of hydrogen sulphide at 25eC,

following equation was given by Lewis and Landaltii･)

                                                            '                   U2 + S(,Vi"m) taqeth-l' ll, L,S

            taH,,,,=-4760, AIiO---7840 (ls)
    From equation (l2) and (18), we find

            AH,,,.."17g7s2C"+S2"f;Lt,},tLCla"22SooYg) (lg),･

    Consequently, we obtain following results from equation (19) and (17)

                                  OVtOM) : CU2                                            S (a)                          2Cu :-l- S

..･. AH,,,,==-19236 MFO,,,==-20360
    On the data of heat of formation of Cu2S (a), following values have been

reported by Wartenberg and Thomsen.

        ., -19000 Wartenberg.
                         -18260 Thomsen
                         -19236 Authors.
    It is felt that Wartenbergis value for the heat of formation of cuprous sulphide

favorably coincides with 19236 derived from the present equilibrium data,

    (iv) Entropy of Cu2S (a)

    As final check on the calculated value of free-energy and heat of formeltion of
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cuprous sulphide, the entropy of cuprous sulphide may be calCulated as follows.

By combining AFO= taH-TtsSe, kF02gs=:-20360 aRd AH2gs= -19236, we
obtain

                              idS'2gs == 3.77

    Therefore, if we write fhe entropy of S(,h,,.) ,Cu, and Cu2S (a) at 250C as SOs,

SOcu and Secu2s, we' find

                        SOcu2s - (2 S",. + SO,) = 3.77

                  tt t                                       '   K. K, Kalleyib･gives S02g, for Cu -- 7.97 and for sulphqr7.64

                  '                      .'.S",'=7.64 SOcu=7.97
   Consequently, S02gs for cuprous sulphide is calculated to 27.35 entropy units.

                           S"cu.s = 27.35 E. U･
         ,
   The value S02gB for Cu2s (a) == 28.9 of low temperature specific-heat work car-

ried out by Andersoni3), indicates this to be a desirable figure.

                              9. CoRcl"sions.

   (1) From the measurement of reduction equilibrium of cupi'ous sulphide by

hydrogen, we obtained following equation by flow method.

                Iog K, =log P7y[as/PLfo" = - 1941.504/T - O.983

   (2) Two stiaight lines, obtained from Sano and Matoba's data for the reaction

FeS + H2 tu,F".! Fe + H2 S, and of authors for Cu?S + H2 =2Cu+ H2 S cross at 766PC

and 7800C respectively. From these results, it is presumed that affinities of copper

and of iron for sulphur are related conversely with each other with 766eC or 780eC

as their turning point. '

    (3) Employing above equation, we calculated dissociation ptessure of cuprous

sulphide

                         2Cu2S24Czv + S2 (g)

                      logPs2 =: - 13181e4/T + 3.053

    (4) From conciusion (1), we calculated following thermodynarnic values on cup-

rous sulphide.

    (i) Cu,S (3) + H,=2Cu H-- H,S

           AH = 15774 - 9.44T + O.O02857T2 AH,., ::- 13215
           idFO = 15774 + 9.44Tl. T - O.O02857T2 ln 64.737T gFOtss = 12249

    (ii) Cu?,S(a)op,.qCu2S(B)

     ' kH == - 787 + 11.52T- 15.6･10-3 T2
                  taFe == - 787 --- ll.52Tl.T + 15.6･10-" T2 + 64.51T
                                                '                     idH,,,=:1261 ,AFO,,,,--271 '
    (iii) 2Cu + S,,,h,.) ¥Z CuL, S(a)
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                    idH,,,==-19236, idFO,,,==･-20360

    (iv) Entropy df Cu,S(a) at 250C

                                 SOcu?s = 27.35 E･ U･

    (This research was aided financially by natural science grant made by ministry

    ofeducation,ofwhichwewishtoexpressourappreciation). '
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